Quiz: Comprehending the Study
Question 1a of 10  (1 Story Elements)
Maximum Attempts: 1
Question Type: Multiple Choice

Choice A. Authenticity
Choice B. Quality
Choice C. Trust
Choice D. Character

The correct answer is: Authenticity.

Question 2 of 10

Choice A. Constantinople
Choice B. Mykonos
Choice C. Paros
Choice D. Greece

The correct answer is: Paros.

Question 3 of 10

Choice A. He feels empty and alone.
Choice B. He is100 percent certain.
Choice C. He is not sure.
Choice D. He is not alone.

The correct answer is: He feels empty and alone.

Question 4 of 10

Choice A. The house is filled with a heavy silence.
Choice B. The house is empty.
Choice C. The house is warm.
Choice D. The house is cold.

The correct answer is: The house is filled with a heavy silence.

Question 5 of 10

Choice A. He is 100 percent certain.
Choice B. He feels empty and alone.
Choice C. He is not sure.
Choice D. He is not alone.

The correct answer is: He feels empty and alone.

Question 6 of 10

Choice A. The house is filled with a heavy silence.
Choice B. The house is empty.
Choice C. The house is warm.
Choice D. The house is cold.

The correct answer is: The house is filled with a heavy silence.

Question 7 of 10

Choice A. He is 100 percent certain.
Choice B. He feels empty and alone.
Choice C. He is not sure.
Choice D. He is not alone.

The correct answer is: He is 100 percent certain.

Question 8 of 10

Choice A. I; you.
Choice B. You; I.
Choice C. First person; third person.
Choice D. First person; second person.

The correct answer is: I; you.

Question 9 of 10

Choice A. History, personality, and memory.
Choice B. History, personality, and culture.
Choice C. History, personality, and character traits.
Choice D. History, personality, and size.

The correct answer is: History, personality, and character traits.

Question 10 of 10

Choice A. Conflict and suspense.
Choice B. Inciting incident and resolution.
Choice C. Inciting incident and climax.
Choice D. Inciting incident and denouement.

The correct answer is: Inciting incident and denouement.